BRIDGE BITES

from The American Contract Bridge League

FIND THE LADY

By: Brian Gunnell

With both sides vulnerable, East
opened 3♣ (a weak bid, usually made
with a 7-card suit), and South wound
up declaring 6♠.

♠ KJT3
♥ AQJ
♦ AJ95
♣ J4
♠ 9862
♥ 98653
♦7
♣ KT2

North
West

East

Declarer

♠ AQ54
♥ KT7
♦ KT432
♣3

♠7
♥ 42
♦ Q86
♣AQ98765

East’s Ace won the opening Club lead
and the next Club was ruffed by
Declarer. Trumps were drawn in four
rounds, East following once and then
pitching three Clubs. Now all that
remained was for Declarer to avoid
losing a trick to the ♦Q. Was it a
guess, or was it a certainty?

When the hand was actually played, our Declarer was familiar with the idea that,
with a 9-card fit, it was customary to cash the Ace and King (playing for the
Queen to drop in two rounds) rather than finessing. But (unfortunately) he
remembered that East’s bidding had shown a long Club suit, and this persuaded
him that West was therefore more likely to hold longer Diamonds. Accordingly,
he cashed the ♦K, planning to finesse on the next round if West followed with a
low Diamond. Poor Declarer got a nasty shock when, instead, West showed out
and it was East who turned out to have the Diamond length. Down two (East still
has a Club winner and the trumps are all gone) in a cold slam!
Declarer should have gone fishing for extra clues before taking the crucial
Diamond guess. If (after drawing trumps) he cashes three Hearts first, East will
show out on the third round. Now Declarer has a perfect count on the hand.
East started with one Spade, two Hearts and (based on the bidding and the play)
seven Clubs. That means East has three Diamonds, and leading a Diamond to
Dummy’s Ace, and finessing on the second round, is guaranteed to succeed.
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